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|  25, Rue des Saints-Pères
Paris

October 26th/68.

My dear Challey,

As I had a good many letters to write since our arrival at Paris, I put off writing to you the first 
few days, thinking that my old master would be, of all my correspondents, the most likely to take 
my silence in good part, & not to grieve over-much at it. But by this time I am quite ready to have 
a little epistolary chat with him & hope he will keep one of his ears open for me, but not the deaf 
one.

Enclosed is the letter you desired; Schilya  is against taking possession of the copies of your book 
before having fuller information as to the contract existing between Frankb  & his successorsc.

The old gentleman was as usual |  very amiable, but seems a little nettled at the interruption of 
your correspondence with him. He is not much brighter than he was six month ago. I rather fancy 
he has been indulging more than was good for him in domino-playing.

As regards the sending over of our boxes, I am much obliged to mamad  for inquiring about the 
best mode of doing so, but for the present they must remain in London. The fact is, that we may 
have to stop in our present apartments much longer than we expected, for Paul’se  prospects with 
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regard to getting his diploma here are as yet quite problematical. In the first place he must have 
an interview with Duruyf  & his “sub”, to state his desire to work for his diploma in Paris. The 
Permission to do so depends not on the decision of the minister alone but on that of the |  Conseil 
academique which does not meet before December. Should this permission be withheld, Paulg 

would have to pass his examinations in some other town of France. Thus, you see, whatever 
turn things may take, we shall be in the dark respecting them for some time to come. It would 
therefore, as Paul’s fatherh  wishes, be absurd to furnish a set of rooms when we might perhaps 
have to sell our furniture a few months after having bought it.

What news at home? How about the English elections? The French newspapers give no news 
from abroad except from Spain. The “Universi” is highly amusing in its outbreaks against the 
revolution there. It denies that it is a popular one, says that Spain is being victimised by ten 
Thieves, & styles Primj  “son domestique endimanché”. In its |  opinion, the most shameful fact of 
this glorious 19th century is the calling of Prim upon Girardink  to new-model the country of the 
Cidl, of St. Ferdinandm  & Charles the 5thn.

And so the shouts of Le Lubezo  & Consorts have ended in the customary whisper.  I was 
expecting news to that effect & was very glad that you had allowed them to let off their pop-guns 
unnoticed.

How is everybody at home? I hope the little sprat is quite well again & quite equal to her 
physiology & the rest of her arduous studies. I wish some good wind would take it into its head 
to flow you over here: Up to the present it has only succeeded in giving me a cold, which, Paulp 

says, is making me very stupid.

And now goodby, my dear little Mr Marx (as Evelina says,) for today.

I am Your affectionate
Kakadou.
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